
Noseband and Chest Strap Cover Instructions

Instructions for making noseband and harness covers

Thank you for your recent interest in making nose band and chest strap covers for SPANA. 
We are always grateful to receive more of these covers to help us with our ongoing work.

In the countries where SPANA works, we often see wounds on the noses and chests of 
horses,mules and donkeys, due to badly designed and ill-fitting harnessing. While in the long 
term we aim to help change the methods of harnessing used overseas we can also help to 
relieve a lot of the suffering by distributing noseband and chest strap covers kindly made for 
us by supporters like you.us by supporters like you.

These noseband and chest strap covers 
are easy for us to take overseas as they 
  are light and can be packed around 
   other essential medicines and 
    equipment, and they are very 
     popular with owners. 

              We constantly need them, 
        since they do of course 
         wear out.

1) Washable Nylon fur fabric preferred (but any durable soft material will do) the brighter and
fluffier the better!
2) Noseband cover: size 11” x 4” Chest strap cover: size 24” x 7”
3) One strip of Velcro to be attached to the inside length; another strip to be attached to the
outside/fluffy side of the length of the fabric. (this is better stitched than glued since the glue
deteriorates easily in the heat)
4)4) The noseband can then be attached to the noseband or chest strap by rolling it around the
existing noseband/chest strap and securing it with the Velcro.
5) Post any finished items to our SPANA head office, 14 John Street, London,WC1N 2EB

SPANA is totally reliant on the generosity of its 
supporters to carry out its work in helping improve 
the lives of working animals and their owners around 
the world so thank you for considering helping 
SPANA in this way.
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